Family Readiness Checklist

Please ensure the following resources are in place to support a VLD.

- Primary Internet line.
- Backup 4G Internet access.
- Student logins for online tools used for the drill (Edmodo, Google, etc.)
- Uninterruptible powers supply (UPS) connected to your Internet modem.
- Phone number for tech support (+44 22549000 ext 2129)
- Email addresses of all teachers

Internet Backup and Stability

1. 4G USB Stick

2. Hotspot from 4G-enabled phone or tablet

3. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) to connect Landline Router/Modem

VLD Scenarios

- **Scenario A** - Planned VLD with Intact Infrastructure:
  We are notified ahead of time that school must close for no more than one or two days.

- **Scenario B** - Unplanned VLD with Intact Infrastructure:
  School closure on short notice for an undetermined number of days.

- **Scenario C** - Hybrid VLD:
  AISC Campus is open to all teachers and students who are able to access campus safely. A significant number of students and some faculty may be unable to do so.

AISC Continuity of Instruction

Ensuring readiness to continue academic learning in the event of a extended school closure.
When might we engage a Virtual Learning Day (VLD)?
Virtual Learning Days may be engaged anytime a closure has the potential to last for more than one day. We will make every attempt to provide 24 hours notice before running the VLD protocol.

Who does this affect?
All students at AISC will engage in learning exercises provided by their teachers through our normal online learning and communication channels.

What are the expectations for my child?
Each child will complete a series of learning exercises for the classes or subjects that they would normally have on the day of VLD. This schedule will be communicated through PowerSchool (MS & HS) or Edmodo (ES).

How will my child learn at home?
All classes will post specific instructions each day using PowerSchool or Edmodo. Learning activities will involve three key components:
- Print or multimedia content
- Online interaction with the teacher
- Short non-graded assessment

What if my Internet fails during a VLD?
We strongly recommend that all parents have a primary and backup Internet option, which are outlined on the reverse of this brochure.

What if we have problems logging in to sites?
Teachers will provide a list of sites and logins for students where appropriate. The IT department will be available to help students with any technical issues.